ABSTRACT: Object-oriented frameworks have extended reusability of software from code modules to architectural and domain information. This paper further extends software reusability from code and architecture to built-in tests (BITs) in object-oriented framework development. Methods for embedding BITs at object and object-oriented framework levels are addressed. Behaviours of objects and object-oriented frameworks with BITs in the normal and test modes are analyzed. Systematic reuse methods of BITs in object-oriented framework development are provided. The most interesting development in the paper is that the BITs in object-oriented frameworks can be inherited and reused as that of code. Therefore testability and maintainability of the test-built-in object-oriented frameworks can be improved by the BIT approach. The BIT method can be used in analysis, design and coding of object-oriented frameworks.
Introduction
Design methodologies of object-oriented frameworks have been discussed in [1] [2] [3] [4] . New features and approaches in object-oriented software testing have been explored in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . This paper investigates a practical built-in test (BIT) method and reuse approach of the BITs in object-oriented framework development.
Conventional testing of software is generally application-specific and hardly reusable, especially for a purchased software module or package. Even within a software development organisation, software and tests are developed by different teams and are described in separate documents. Those make test reuse particularly difficult [5, 11, 12] .
The general concept of BIT was introduced in [5, [13] [14] [15] and the idea for inheriting and reusing conventional tests in object-oriented software was reported in [16, 15] . This paper develops a practical method to incorporate both the BIT and the test reuse techniques. Applications and impacts of the reusable BITs in object-oriented framework development are explored systematically.
Built-in tests in object-oriented frameworks
The BITs are a new kind of software tests which are explicitly described in the source code of software as member functions (methods). The BITs are stand-by in normal mode and can be activated in test mode. Object-oriented frameworks extend reusability of software from code modules to architectural and domain information. The reusable BIT method intends to further extend software reusability from code and frameworks to tests at object and object-oriented framework levels.
The BIT is a new philosophy contributing towards design of testable software. Testing of conventional object-oriented software focuses on generation of tests for existing objects and frameworks; the testable object-oriented framework design method draws attention to build testability into objects and frameworks, so that the succeeding testing processes can be simplified and reusable. The most interesting feature of the BIT techniques is that tests can be inherited and reused in the same way as that of code in conventional object-oriented frameworks. This technology can be used in analysis, design and coding of components in object-oriented framework development [17] .
Built-in tests at object level
By embedding test declarations in the interface and test cases in the implementation of a conventional object structure [18] , a prototype of BIT object can be designed as shown in Fig.1 The BITs can be a standard component in a test-built-in object structure. The BITs have the same syntactical functions as that of the standard constructor and destructor in an object. Therefore the BITs can be inherited and reused in the same way as that of functions within the object. The BITs can well fit into an object and object-oriented framework via C++, JAVA or any other objectoriented language compilers.
A BIT object has the same behaviours as that of the conventional one when the normal functions are called. But the BIT object will be automatically tested and corresponding results are reported.
Built-in tests at object-oriented framework level
It has been proven that if each object can be tested, a system which contains the objects can be tested from bottom-up. Thus the same test-built-in method described in Section 2.1 can be extended naturally to the object-oriented framework level. An object-oriented framework with a BIT subsystem and BIT classes are shown in Fig.2 . Where modules 1.n, 3.k and 2.m are the BIT class clusters for the fully testable, partially testable and application specific subsystems respectively. Subsystem 4 is a global BIT subsystem for testing the entire framework by pre-designed event-driven threads and scenarios. The BIT classes and subsystems may introduce additional coupling for testing between classes. By limiting the coupling to be active in the test mode only , the BIT approach will not increase the complexity of an object-oriented framework. It is noteworthy, for the end-users of a BIT framework, that the BITs for the FRFs and part of the PRFs and the global BIT subsystem already exist. Therefore new BITs which an applied objectoriented framework needs to concentrate on are the ASFs and part of the PRFs and of the global subsystems. In this approach, an ideal object-oriented framework can be implemented, which is testable, test inheritable and reusable at object, class cluster and framework levels. The test-built-in framework also possesses the feature of easy maintenance since it is self-contained of code, structure as well as tests within a single source file. Thus, maintenance team and end-users of the BIT objectoriented frameworks no longer need to redesign and reanalyse the code, class structure and tests during testing and maintenance.
Reuse of built-in tests in object-oriented frameworks
Corresponding to the deployment of the BITs in an object-oriented framework, reuse of the BITs can be implemented at object, class cluster and object-oriented framework levels.
Reuse of BITs at object level
Functions of a BIT object can be categorised into normal mode and test mode as shown in Fig.3 . The former is applied for code reuse and the latter for test reuse.
In the normal mode, a BIT object has the same functions as that of conventional objects. The static and dynamic behaviours are the same as those of the conventional ones. The application-specific member functions can be called by ObjectName::FunctionName; and the BITs are stand-by and without any effect to run-time efficiency of the object.
In the test mode, the BITs in a test-built-in object can be activated by calling the test cases as member functions: ObjectName::TestCaseI. Each TestCaseI consists of a BIT driver and test cases for the specific object. Test results can be automatically reported by the BIT driver.
Reuse of BITs at object-oriented framework level
Similar to the BIT object, an object-oriented framework with reusable BITs has the normal mode and test mode as shown in Fig. 4 . The former is applied for code reuse and the latter for test reuse. In the normal mode, a BIT object-oriented framework performs the same functions as the conventional frameworks. Its static and dynamic behaviours are the same as those of the conventional ones. The normal FRF, PRF and ASF functions in the test-built-in object-oriented framework can be called by ObjectName::FunctionName; and the BIT class clusters and subsystem are stand-by and without any effect to the run-time efficiency of the object-oriented framework.
/ ---------------------------------------------------------
A BIT object-oriented framework has testing mechanisms ready at system, class cluster and object levels from top-down as shown in Figs. 2 and 4 . The end-users of an applied BIT object-oriented framework can call and reuse all BITs as member functions in the test mode. Framework users can also embed additional BITs in the application-specific subsystem and classes of a framework. As limitation of space, case studies of the BITs method will be reported separately.
A case study on reuse of built-in tests
A typical binary search object with the BITs as special member functions is show in Fig.5 . The BIT object is implemented in two parts: the conventional functions and the BIT functions. Only one of the possible test cases have been built-in to show the method of BITs.
In the normal mode, the conventional functions described in Fig.5 can be executed by calling: BITsBinarySearch::BinarySearch(int Key, int DataSet [10] ). In the test mode, the embedded BIT components in the class can be reused by calling the following BITsBinarySearch::BIT1().
Approach to reuse the BIT components in maintenance is shown in Fig.6 . When a new object, DatabaseQuery, is newly developed, the BIT components (part 2, Fig.6 ) developed in the BITsBinarySearch can be inherited and reused directly as that of the conventional member functions (part 1, Fig. 6 ). Also additional BITs can be incorporated into the new object as shown in part 3 of Fig. 6 .
In the new BIT object DatabaseQuery listed in Fig. 4 , the existing BITs developed in the BITsBinarySearch object can still be activated by calling: DatabaseQuery::BIT1(); (equivalent to BITsBinarySearch::BIT1); and the new BITs supplemented in the DatabaseQuery object can be activated in the same way: DatabaseQuery::BIT2().
Conclusions
This paper has developed a method to incorporate the reusable built-in tests (BITs) into objectoriented frameworks. The reuse approaches to the BITs in object-oriented framework development have been analyzed. The BIT method has extended the reusability of object-oriented frameworks from code to tests, so that highly testable and test reusable object-oriented frameworks can be developed on the same platform of the conventional object-oriented software.
The BIT method is a natural advance and supplementary to the conventional object-oriented technology for object-oriented framework development. A wide range of applications of the BIT method has been found in analysis, design and coding of components and object-oriented frameworks. It is significant that the BIT method can incorporate any test cases generated by blackbox (functional) and/or white-box (structural) methods as components in object-oriented frameworks.
